FDP’s Held at FCBM

(Since 26-Sep-2015, Saturday till May 2016)
A series of internal FDP got organized by FCBM, AGI. Theme for the FDP was “Activity Based Learning”.
Out of various forms of activities being identified via brain churning among the FDP cell members, the
focus of said FDP was on the (Videos/ Movie Clippings/ Classroom games/Brain Storming/Story Telling/
Group Discussions/ Outbound Learning as an effective tool for Concept framing of a subject).
Extracts of the series of FDP’s conducted were:∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

To Identify the Risk Taking ability of participants.
Effective Risk Calculation by the participant.
Focused Approach.
Individual differences in Risk Taking decisions.
Making Topics bit easy to understand through linking them with real life examples.
Help improve one’s communications with others.
Enhance their relationship skills.
Develop their cognitive ability and most importantly.
Give them more clarity around who they are and how they are representing themselves to the
world

Facilitators had shared their knowledge in mentioned areas under:∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑

Mrs. Mamta Joshi:
Customer Identification Techniques for E- Commerce Business
Mrs. Anshu Chauhan:
TQM as an integral part of Recruitment & Production Process.
Mr. Saurabh Pathak :
Making Mathematical Subjects interesting by inducing activities.
Dr. Deepika S. Joshi :
Connecting Small Classroom Games and Video Clippings to subject.
Dr. Ritu Tiwari & Ms. Taruna Bhasin
Insights to concept of Johari Window and its application in one’s life
Dr. Gaurav Pant
Idea Screen Activity for conducting a SWOT and finalizing the appropriate project to execute
Dr. Garima J. Chandra
Fishbowl technique as excellent tool for brain churning and group decision making.
Dr. Sidhdhartha Sharma
Teaching through Case Study Method.
Mr. P.Krishnan
Kal-Aaj aur Kal: A comparative analysis of changing paradigms in human’s life, challenges being
faced and planning for them accordingly.

